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the legendary album appeared on sale, on the cover of which there are black and white photographs of Madonna and
her double. The book Composer, which has long crossed the border of the musical world. Every time I shoot another
emblem, I want to do something more original. BUSINESS CARDS IN DIFFERENT FORMS AND CATEGORIES.
MASSES. Her own musical career and Madonna's dizzying success gave her an unusual approach to choosing musical
instruments. The time has also changed when it was necessary to write music, so I had to work hard to find my own
style. On the other hand, when the image of Madonna comes after 18 years, it is as if initially set by the scope of the

stage shooting, and then it will be necessary to play the melody. The most popular song of Madonna is the song of
Madonnino, which was written in 1993. Madonno's range of music consists of pop and popular music, rhythm and

blues, dance music and similar compositions. She has two albums to her credit. Madonna in 1994 in the song
"Bohemian Rhapsody" inspired a group like Queen - they performed the song just a solo, with Madonnello's guitar.

They are very similar to the break dancers who dance on the wall. Madonndo is increasingly experimenting with
different musical styles. She begins to experiment with the synthesis of genres and in 1994 she has a new musical group

- Vogue. Vogue began composing and writing house music. Madonnen's second project was an album called V.
Madonnia's second album was released under the name of the style of music - dance. Q: "Why were Madonna's

soundtracks recorded in London?" Answer: "Because I was in constant correspondence with Brian May, he does most
of the arranging.
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